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Abstract
In this study we have desired to highlight the impact that memorialistic literature of the
concentration space has had after 1989 in reconfiguring, analysing and interpreting the Romanian Gulag:
on the one side as plausible historical source, but with a special moral tinge; on the other side as an epic
genre, submitted to subjectivity. Trying to capture the reasons for the appearance and propagation of the
memorialistic literature of detention, our investigation draws its attention on highlting the exemplary role of
these „little life stories” in describing the communist inferno.
Ultimately, these pages written in grief, nostalgia, hate and contempt by the former detainees,
reflect the search for a new identity and consciuosness, of a new „lighter” historical route, unaltered by the
ancient „hard”, indoctrinated history.
Keywords: memorialistic literature of the concentration space, „subjective literature”, individual and
collective memory, „big history”, „history of the little”.

Soon after 1989, the historiography of Romanian communist concentration camps
met new challenges from the memory journals written by those who faced the repressive
regime enforced by the communist regime in Romania. Once “infused” with this kind of
“detention literature” under different forms: journals, memorials [1] or autobiographies [2],
memories and confessions, the historian had to re-write consistently the history, both
through the way he interpreted this kind of sources as well as through the clemency
towards the former convicts for them to be able to tell their story, too often painful, about
the communist detention system.
This “subjective literature [3]”, “borderline literature”, in Silvian Iosifescu‟s sense
[4], “the genres of biography”(Eugen Simion) [5], or “literature of confessions”, “selfreferential writings”, “documents of the real”, “the original of human experience that was
communicated” [6], “para-literature” in the etymological meaning of the word, that is
beyond literary [7] is specific to the states in Eastern Europe that wanted to build “a history
about to begin”, in this sense eluding the “fragmented history” [8] and “conformist history”
of communist regime, if not completely, at least partially. Whether the reader in the west of
Europe was familiarized with such a literature, the reader in east and particularly the
Romanians had to catch up with “an ethical moral delay which may be politically
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explained; since 1990, he has passed abruptly from literature of hypocrisy to a literature of
infernal truth, followed by the monotony of agony, from habitualness to Gulag‟s agony [9].
This dormancy of east is non-isochronous condition with the west, even if there is an
isochronous in postmodernism, the west being in tiredness condition of its self image
without being the owner of a living memory, but of a pluralism of data, fact and events; in
comparison with the men in the eastern Europe, that is in a continuous search of its own
identity, by a detached analysis of repulsions and traumas loaded in the individual and
collective memory [10]. Recapturing its own identity has been transcribed through the
agency of those memorial writings on detention acquiring the role of record-books [11]
which “cries” out accusing a system which attempts at the people‟s lives and freedom and
imprinted deep down their souls and memory profound pains and traumas. Another
explanation for the memorial records to be delayed in their emergence in the Romanian
space is of psychological nature, the former political prisoners representing somehow “the
conscience of accepting the communist regime” who did not want to recall “the regime and
moral wounds [12]” caused by the repressive system, preferring to break up with the past
and peacefully go on with their lives.
The “literature of memory”, “the literature of imprisonment”, or “literature of
substitution” as Dan C. Mihailescu calls it, on the one hand it projected a recapturing of the
censured past and on the other, it emphasized our desire to apprise more or less exemplary
destinies and “histories”, which have been marginalized and placed at the outskirts of
history [13]. To put it in another way, the literature of dungeon, even if it ”enchanted our
soul and mind”, right this every moment it moves us towards an aporia [14] since with few
exceptions it comes to control or it becomes an alternative to formal history which
emanated from the official bodies of communist regime.
All the more, this “drawer literature” needs to satisfy the most different public
interests: from research and documentation which may comprise, in our case, information
on torturers and communist prisons, to literary ones (portrayals, descriptions, psychology)
[15]. Another explanation of this “boom” of books, studies and memorial articles is a
psychological one, because this phenomenon has to be thought through the changes of the
expectations system [16]. Therefore the memories and journals edited after 1989, have a
compensatory role due to the fact that they bring into the public‟s mind, historical
disclosures [17], (Belu Zilber-Andrei Şerbulescu) [18], political discosures (Paul
Goma[19], Adriana Georgescu [20], Lena Constante [21]) and even personal disclosures,
by describing events in the life of some important persons as Nicolae Steinhardt[22] , Ion
D. Sârbu [23]. Although they insist upon the biographical side, many of the memories and
journals writers in speaking about themselves they write a self-portrait and they consider
themselves diary writers[24] , many of their reports represent a rich documentary and even
more these writings include, in a skilful way, “the history of small ones” into the “great
history” of those who had led Romania for approximately 50 years (1945-1989).
Despite the fact that, a great deal of the memorial literature, which some considered
“a necessary evil”, has been and still is written from biased positions, the authors having
debts to pay, some of the information being either inaccurate or false, the language, unacademic, whereas the style is rigid; nevertheless they are the outcome of a unique
experience, which affected their authors profoundly [25]. Thought he suffering is told with
the heart and soul, memory writers‟ effort and conscience to retell and to commit to paper
as soon as possible their own thoughts and feelings for the future generations not to forget
and not to repeat the tragic communist past[26]. It is only in time that the universal
memory of communist dungeons with all its deficiencies and drawbacks, may disclose its
real character, which is not of “fossil source”, but that of “living document”.
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